We prove that the strong unique continuation property holds for the differential inequality |A^ ( 
Introduction and statement of results.
Let ft be a connected open subset of R n , and V a positive function on Q. We say that the differential inequality ( 
1.1) \&u(x)\ <V(x)\Vu(x)\
has the strong unique continuation property (s.u.c.p) if every solution of (1.1) that vanishes to infinite order at a point of Q must be identically zero.
We recall that a function u G Z^o c (fi) is said to vanish to infinite order at a point XQ E ft if it satisfies (1.2) / \u(x)\ 2 dx = 0(R N ) for all N > 0 as R -+ 0.
J\x-xo\<R
There is an extensive literature on unique continuation for differential inequalities like (1.1). We refer the reader to ( [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [7] ) for more details on the subject. In his paper [6] , Wolff proved that (1.1) has the (s.u.c.p) if V G L[ oc (fi) with r > Max(n, ^y^). We note that this result is optimal when n < 4 since as it can be shown by elementary examples, the (s.u.c.p) fails for r < n. Counterexamples due to Wolff [8] show that the (s.u.c.p) fails also for r = n, n > 4. A natural question is then: the exponent r = n + e is it the optimal one ?. Although we are unable to answer this question, we prove the following: 303 Theorem 1.1. Let r > ^p^n > 3 ; and let u e W%£(Q) be a solution of (1.1) with V € Lfo^Q). Suppose that u vanishes to infinite order at a point #0 € fi, i.e., satisfies (1.2) . Then u vanishes identically in fl.
When n > 5 theorem 1.1 is an improvement of Wolff's result since ^p^ < Max(n, ^Y^) if n > 5. It's not clear to us wether the method we have employed here allows one to prove the (s.u.c.p) for V G L[ oc with r < ^p^n > 5 (see remark 1.4).
Before proving theorem 1.1, we show that if u is as in theorem 1.1, then u has faster than "exponential vanishing " at XQ, namely: 
T/ien tz vanishes identically in £1. b) The reason for we make the restriction r > ^p^ in theorem 1.1, is that the exponent ^p^ is the smallest one allowing us to obtain exponential decay of the form (1.3) since such a decay is needed to apply theorem 1.3. The exponent r = n + e gives only a decay of the form
for some positive a ( not necessary > 1 )
To prove theorem 1.3 we use a modified Carleman method due to Wolff [7] , where the main tool is a lemma concerning concentration of measures in R n .
2. Proof of the results.
As mentioned above, the principal point in the proof of theorem 1.3 is the following lemma due to Wolff [7] where CQ is a positive constant depending only on n and 9.
Proof of theorem 1.3. Let u as in theorem 1.3. We may suppose that XQ = 0, and using a weak unique continuation theorem of Wolff [7] (Theorem 1), it suffices to prove that Vu = 0 in a neighborhood of 0. where W e L n {R n \B{0,Ro)).
Since tx satifies (1.3), we get without difficulty, for |a| < 1,
It follows from Holder's inequality and the fact that W G L n (R n \B(0,i2o)) that / {W{x)\VU{x)\) p dx = O (e"^) for all JV > 0 as R -+ oo.
By using the following inequality
and a dyadic decomposition of the set {x : \x\ > i?}, we get
y|a;|>jR
It follows then
for all iV > 0 as it! -^ oo.
The estimate (2.4) in lemma 2.2 was stated for functions in W 2 > p with compact supports, but a standard limiting argument using (2.6), (2. 
)\V(<t>U)\\\L P + K)
where
and Cg is a new positive constant depending only on n and 6. We suppose that \7U ^ 0 in F, and we will prove that this leads to a contradiction.
We claim that
Indeed, we have \\e**m*) + 2(n-l)|x|-
I
but for x 6 F and pk £ B we have pk • x > GMRQ. Hence
On the other hand, for pk G B, we have
where ||C/||V^I.P is the W 1 ' p -norm of U in the set {x : RQ < \x\ < 2i?o}, and 11WE/"11LP is the Z^-norm of WU in the same set. C is a positive constant depending only on n. It follows that
i?o being fixed, if M is large enough we obtain
Then (2.9) becomes
It follows from (2.7) that /i has faster than exponential decay. Hence by lemma 2.1 there is a sequence {kj} with {pkj} C B, for each j a convex body Ek-such that Ek-are pairwise disjoint and satisfying:
where C is a positive constant depending only on n. We may suppose |i5fc. | > M~n (else drop all of them but one and enlarge it to have volume = M~n ).
If we take E = Ek-in (2.10) and combine with (2.11) we get < (2.13) He^-V^U)!!^^.)
But by Holder's inequality we have, for all e > 0, iie*-*(w(z)+2(n -m-^wmwi*^) < where Yj = Ek ■ n supp (/>. Then by comparing with (2.13)
where Cg is a new positive constant depending only on n and 6. Since M > 1 and M n |£ fc;/ | > 1, we get
We recall that # is any real number such that 8 > n /^l 
where C is a positive constant depending only on n.
Since Yj are pairwise disjoint, by taking the sum over j and using (2.12), we get, with a new positive constant C depending only on n, where 6 = ^-^ -^g^, and C is a positive constant depending only on the dimension n.
Proof. In order to prove this lemma we follow a method taken from Jerison [3] . Let's introduce polar coordinates in R n \{0} by setting x = ^UJ , t € R , UJ € S where S denotes the unit sphere in R n . In these coordinates the Laplacian takes the form for all u e C^Q -00, -IfxS). Here dt and du denote the natural measures of R and S respectively. As we will see it later, the estimate (2.14) in lemma 2.3 is a direct consequence of (2.17).
Define L 7 by L^u = e'^^Lie^^u) , u G CffQ -00, -l[xS). Then (2.17) is equivalent to (2.18)
* u||L2( dtd( ") < C7 ||ii 7 «||LP(dt^)-
We recall that the spectrum of A^ as an operator in L 2 (S) is {-k(k + n -2), k G N}, and for each eigenvalue the corresponding eigenspace is Ek, the space of spherical harmonics of degree k. It follows that the spectrum of the operator (^^ -A) is {-fc, k G N} with Ek as corresponding eigenspaces. Then, for v G C^{S), where q = ^, and l/q* = 1 -1/g = ^, n > 3. Let {a/.} be a sequence in R with |afc| < 1. We have by Holder's inequality, for all M < AT, 1^11^ (5) for all r such that -^ < r < 2.
In particular, if we take a^ = 1 and dj = 0 if j / fc, we have (2.22) \M\V(S) < ^( n -2)(2 -r)/4r |bll^ (5) for all r such that ^ < r < 2. iJ(t -s)Tfc(s, t)7r^L 7 i6(5, a;)d5
-00
We recall that ip(t) = t + log |t|. Then we have by Taylor's formula, for all se]-oo,-l[,
V(a) -m = r//(t)(s -t)--^(s -tf 2|«o|
where 5o is a real number between s and t.
It follows that
Hence for k > M we have 
Now it remains to estimate the part Y^k^Q 1 ^^(^ •)• ^ we start f rom (2.25) instead of (2.24) and follow the same steps as in the proof of (2.29) and using (2.27) instead of (2.26) , we get without difficulty: This achieves the proof of (2.18)" since -35 + f + « = ^ V" = *• The proof of (2.18) is then complete, and (2.17) follows since it is equivalent to (2.18). Now we will conclude the estimate (2.14) in lemma 2.2 from (2.17).
In polar coordinates, (2.14) can be written (2.30) 
